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ABSTRACT

Name: Rosdiana  
Reg. Number: 40300113049  
Major: English and Literature Department  
Faculty: Adab and Humanities  
Title: Students' Difficulties in Using Present Tenses in SMKN 6 Makassar  
Supervisor I: Sardian Maharani Asmur  
Supervisor II: Rabiatul Adawiah

This research discussed about students' difficulties which aimed to describe students' difficulties and to find out the students' errors in using present tenses in SMKN 6 Makassar. This research focused on Dekeyser theory about objective and subjective difficulties. This research applied qualitative method in revealing the data. The writer used multiple choices test and interview guide as the instruments to get the valid data. The finding showed that the students experienced objective difficulties rather than subjective difficulties. The writer concluded that the students' difficulties were experienced in grammatical rule.

Keywords: Objective difficulties, Subjective difficulties, Present tenses, SMKN 6 Makassar.

The Abstract Correction based on the researcher's information about the content of her/his thesis. 
This abstract will be re-visited based on the result of further examination.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Grammar has been an important subject of English, especially for Indonesian learners. It has been studying from elementary school and even becomes the important subject in university. Grammar is one of language aspects which is studied for every language learners. It becomes the basic knowledge and important role in understanding English.

Ur (1996:75) states that grammar is defined as words which are put together to make correct sentences. It does not only affect how the units of word are combined in order to make the correct sentences but also affects their meaning. It drives someone not only use language correctly but also the function, meaning and context. Furthermore, Islam also gives the explanation about it, specifically it is stated in Al-Qur’an that Allah SWT actually expects the people for saying correct sentences to communicate.

‘Created man and taught him eloquence.’(Ar-Rahman verse 3-4).

Ibn Kathir interpreted:

Allah SWT teaching the Qur’an, that is teaching the servants how to recite it by making it easy for them to speak and pronounce letters with the various parts of the mouth, such as the alveolar bridge, the tongue and the lips. (Ibn Kathir Interpretation of Ar-Rahman verse 3-4 in OneQuran Pro Application)
From the verse above, it can be summarized that when people communicate whether directly and indirectly, in writing or speaking, they have to use the correct sentences to convey the meaning well, therefore misunderstanding will not be appearing. Similarly with grammar, it is supposed to use the correct grammar in building the sentences, in order the meaning of sentences can be accepted and conveyed well to the listener.

In this research, the writer did not discuss about grammar in general. There are some people think that grammar just talking about tenses and structures, but Butt et al (2001:22) state that grammar is the entire role that exists in the language. For example, when studies about phonology, there are also rules that people have to know because when the words are spelt in wrong sound, the meaning will be unsuitable. Similarly, in tenses, the sentences must contain the correct formulation to make a good sentence. In conclusion, tense is one of discussions of grammar in general.

Bauer (1983:157) states that tense is usually defined as related to the time or an action, event, or state. Moreover, tenses have been studied from elementary school, but there are still many wrong things in tenses usage. Maros et al (2007:2) state that there are two factors which influence the students for getting difficult in present tense usage. They are linguistics and non linguistics factors.

In linguistic factors, when the students have to learn new language, the knowledge of their mother tongue will be interfered the new foreign language and also will affect the process of internalizing the foreign language. The students will be difficult in remembering things when one memory or thought interferes in some ways
with the memory that they are trying to recall. Moreover, in non linguistics factors, the students will be influenced by their classmate, teacher and environment that will affect to their knowledge.

The writer believed that living in multilingual situation will be influenced the students in learning and acquiring a foreign language. The influence can be an interference, which is caused by the role of Indonesian language. They sometimes tend to construct English sentences under the influence of their habits in forming Indonesian sentences. Moreover, they make English sentences based on the Indonesian form. It becomes the problem in using tenses. Rasmodjo (2017:44) states that when the children learn mother tongue, they sometimes use improper pronoun, ambiguous words or incorrect word formation. It seems, the students not only made error in foreign language but also in their mother tongue.

Therefore, the writer was interested in conducting research in one of the famous vocational schools in Makassar namely SMKN 6 Makassar, especially in Hotel Departement grade 1. The writer made primary observation by asking some students to translate Indonesian sentences into English by using tenses. Such as simple present tense, present continuous tense, present perfect tense and present perfect continuous tense.

Furthermore, the writer found out that there are still many students cannot translate it well, while in their syllabus it proves that tenses have been learning from first grade until graduate. It also learned in many part of English like writing narrative story. But they still find difficulties in using present tenses. Furthermore, it becomes
the problem, especially about what makes them difficult to translate the sentences well. Based on those things above, the writer was interested in analyzing ‘Students’ Difficulties in Using Present Tenses in SMKN 6 Makassar’ by using Dekeysar theory (2009:241).

B. Research Questions

1. What errors are produced by students in using present tenses at the first grade students in SMKN 6 Makassar?
2. What difficulties are faced by students in using present tenses at the first grade students in SMKN 6 Makassar?

C. Research Objectives

Based on the questions above, the objectives of the research are:

1. To find out the errors produced by students in using present tenses at the first grade students in SMKN 6 Makassar.
2. To seek out the difficulties faced by students in using present tenses at the first grade students in SMKN 6 Makassar.

D. Research Significances

The writer expected this research can increase our knowledge about grammar especially in present tense. Furthermore, the result of this research was expected to motivate the students to learn more about grammar and motivate their teacher to improve their teaching system in learning tenses. The result of this study was expected to be as a reference for the next observers who want to concern their study in analyzing student difficulties in using present tenses.
E. Scope of Research

This research limited to the students’ difficulties and as well as the difficulties experienced and errors produced by first grade students in SMKN 6 Makassar, especially using in simple present tense, present continuous tense, present perfect tense and present perfect continuous tense. Moreover, it was measured using Dekeysar (2009:241) as the main theory, he made a distinction between the objective and subjective difficulty in the acquisition of grammatical features. Then, for the supporting theory, it was measured by using Duley et al (1982:154-162), they divide error into four types; they were omission, addition, misformation and misordering.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Previous Findings

Firstly, Setiawan (2008), in his thesis ‘Student’ Difficulties in Learning Present Perfect Tense: A Case Study at the Third Year Students of Akutansi of SMK Puspita Bangsa Ciputat’, the objective of the research is to find out students’ difficulties in learning present perfect tense. He found that the students are still confused in using present perfect tense, 8% error comes from regular verb and 21% comes from irregular verb. The highest percentage of student’s error in present perfect tense is 53.63%. Then, the errors in distinguishing the usage of present perfect and simple past tense is 63.33%. The result illustrates that distinguishing in the usage of present perfect tense and simple past tense have a higher difficulty than the form.

Secondly, Suwardi (2010), in his thesis ‘Students’ Difficulties in Learning Present Continues Tense: A Case Study at First Year Class of MTS Jami’yatul Khair Kampung Utang Ciputat’, the objective of the research was to find out the students’ difficulties in learning present continues tense. He found that in the frequency of students error made in form usage of present continous tense about 48.71% students made errors in the form of present continous tense and 60% students made error in the usage of present continous tense.

Thirdly, Maisari (2011), in her thesis ‘Some Difficulties Face by the Students in Learning the Present Perfect Tense: A Case Study at the Third Year Of SMP Puspita Bangsa Ciputat’, the objective of the research was to find out some
difficulties face by the students in learning the present perfect tense. She found that many students are still confused in the form and usage of present perfect tense. The students still got difficulty in understanding present perfect tense.

Doing comparison of those three researches above, there are both similarities and differences among the previous research and this research. The similarities were appeared from the same object that the writer wanted to find out which are the students’ difficulties in tenses. While, for the differences were shown from the theory, the writer used Dekeysar theory (2009:241) in doing this research while the first research uses error in present perfect tense, second research uses learning difficulties in the present perfect tense and the third research uses form and usage in present continous tenses.

B. Pertinent Ideas

1. Students’ Difficulties

   a. Definition

   Some students have difficulties in their learning. It can be shown by their low or bad scores or achievement in several subject matters. Ahmadi et al (1991:74) explain that the condition where the students cannot learn normally is called learning difficulties. Students’ difficult in learning because they cannot learn in a normal way likes the others.

   Duley et al (1982:99) also state that first language habits will be interfere the learners to learn new linguistic behavior and learn two languages will most difficult and it will make some errors in second language learning. Based on the statement
above, it can be concluded that when they difficult in mastering their second language likes grammar, especially in tenses usage. They will produce some errors in their learning.

b. Kinds

Ellis (2008:418) also distinguishes two types of challenges. First, the difficulty learners have in understanding and expanding a grammatical feature. Second, the difficulty learners have in internalizing a grammatical feature so that they are able to use it fluently and automatically in communication. He argues that the first sense of grammatical difficulty relates to explicit knowledge, while their second sense related to implicit knowledge.

While, Dekeysar (2009:241) makes a distinction between the objective and subjective difficulty in the acquisition of grammatical features.

1) Objective difficulty concerns the difficulty of the grammatical rule itself. It can be show when they makes error in the sentences in writing or speaking.

2) Subjective difficulty refers to the actual difficulty that individual learners experience in second language learning.

Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that difficulties of students can be caused by the role of language and the interference of mother tongue that interfere their second language. So, they can not master their second language well.

Duley et al (1982:98) state that interference is the automatic transfer, due to habit, of the surface structure of the first language onto the surface of the target language. Interference is the deviation of target language as a result of their
familiarity with more than one language. They differentiate interference into two parts, the psychological and sociolinguistic. The psychological refers to the influence of old habits when new ones are being learned, whereas sociolinguistic refers to interactions of language when two language communities are in contact. Therefore, students will find it difficult in mastering the second language due to the interference, which is influenced by old habit, familiar with mother tongue and interaction of two languages in the communities.

Weinreich (1953:30) also states that interference appears when bilinguals identify morpheme or grammatical of first language and then use it in the second language. Grammatical interference appears when the elements of first language include in using of second language step by step in grammatical of second language. Interference can appear in all language speech, and it can be show in the structure disobedience of second language because there is no equivalent in the first language.

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that interference can appear in all the component of English, such as phonology, grammar, lexical and semantics. Include when they learn about tenses, their mother tongue will interfere their second language, it made the students difficult in using tenses and it caused an error when they are trying to make a sentence whether in writing or speaking.

c. Factors

There are some factors which causes students’ difficulties in learning. Ahmadi et al (199:75-79) state that there are two factors, internal and external factors, as follows:
1) Students’ internal factor

Student’s internal factors are divided into two aspects, as follows:

a) Physiological aspect, this aspect is about the condition of students’ body from every part of the body.

b) Psychological aspect, this aspect emphasizes on the inside conditions of the students. It consists of students’ intelligence, talent, interest, motivation, mental health and special type of learner.

2) Students’ external factors

Students external factors concern all situations and condition around environment that do not support students’ learning activity. Environment factors cover as follows:

a) Social environment, the social environment here is the human environment outside students who have contact directly with them such as family, in their school, neighbors and mass media.

b) Nonsocial environment, the factors which include the nonsocial environment are the location of student’s house, the school’s building, learning instrument’s, curriculum, and school timing. All these factors are though could be the influences for student’s achievement.

In addition, Jamarah (2008:237-246) makes it more specific divisions the cause of students’ difficulties are: Lack of intelligence, lack of talent and not suitable with lesson which learning or given by teacher, unstable emotion, lack of study activity, lack of healthy, and not having motivation and learning.
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that students’ difficulties in learning is a condition that makes the students cannot get the output learning target because there are so many obstacles that come from inside or outside of the students in learning.

2. Errors

a. Definition of Error

Talking about learning, error will commonly appear. Errors are the common things which are usually made by students when they are learning. Duley et al (1982:138) define errors are the flawed side of learner speech or writing. Otherwise, Triestari et al (2012) say that errors in grammar can be find in sentences when the sentences are not in the correct structure formulation. It is an error of grammar if the sentences is not structurally correct. The researcher concluded that the errors will appear if the sentences does not fit with the grammar structure. Therefore, it is in line with Ellis (1997:17), who describes that errors reflect gaps in a learner’s knowledge, they occur because the learner does not know what is correct.

Brown (1980:163) also says that error is a noticeable deviation from the adult grammar of a native speaker, reflecting the interlanguage competence of the learner. Meanwhile, Corder (1973:257) says that errors are breaking the role due to lack of competence such as knowledge of the language. Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that errors occur when they cannot produce the correct answer in the sentences well and also lack of structure of the language.
b. Types of Error

Brown (2000:222) divides error into four types, errors of addition, omission, substitution, and ordering. While, Duley et al (1982:154-162) also divide error into four types namely omission, addition, misformation, and misordering.

1) Omission

Omission error is a type of error which occurs if there are one or more items that do not appear in a well-formed utterance. Any morpheme or word which does not appear like it should be can be categorized as omission but grammatical morphemes are more frequent to be omitted by learners rather than the content words.

For example, *Mary an English teacher*. The sentence is potential to categorized as omission. Although the sentence is still understandable, it omits grammatical morpheme ‘is’ for present tense or ‘was’ on past form. The sentence should be like this, *Mary is an English teacher*.

Grammatical morpheme like ‘is’ is word which has a minor role in the case of the meaning of a sentence. Besides, in case of grammar, grammatical morphemes like noun and verb inflections (the – s in dogs, the – s in sister’s, the – ed in watched, the – ing in looking), articles (a, the), verb auxiliaries (is, can, will), and preposition (in, at, on), are really important to be used in a sentence. Therefore, if there is an item in a sentence which is absent and making an unwell-formed utterance, it can be state as omission.
2) Addition

In contrast with omission, addition errors are defined by the presence of an item which must not appear in a well-formed utterance. They also state that there are three types of addition errors. There are double markings, regularizations, and simple additions.

a) Double markings

The tense formation in English rule shows that the tense marker is on the first verb. If there is an affirmative declarative sentence, the tense marker is the main verb. The main verb is the only verb of the sentence because there is no other verb in the sentence. While, it is different if a sentence needs an auxiliary. The main verb is not the tense marker. The tense marker is the auxiliary. For example, *she doesn’t buy the book* or *They didn’t go to the party*. The auxiliary *does* and *did* are the tense marker of the sentence. However, placing the marker on both, the verb and auxiliary, may occur toward learners, for example; *He doesn’t goes to school* or *She didn’t went there*. Both the auxiliary and the main verb are marked for the same tense. This type of addition error is called double marking.

b) Regularizations

Regularizations errors are those in which a marker that is typically added to a linguistic item is erroneously added to exceptional items of the given class that do not take a marker. This error typically happens among learners in the use of regular and irregular forms. For example, *Budi buyed a book yesterday* or *There are five sheeps in the field*. The verb *buy* does not become *buyed*, but bought. The noun *sheeps* in the
plural, the plural form of sheep is also sheep. This type of addition error has been
called as regularization.

c) Simple Additions

There is no specific feature which can be categorized as simple additions. Simple addition errors are additions which are not categorized as double marking and regularization. If an addition error is not double marking and regularization, it is called a simple addition. For example, *This is books*. The word *books* should be *book* without addition – *s* because the sentence states that the book is singular not plural. This kind of addition is categorized as simple addition.

3) Misformation

Misformation errors are kind of addition errors which do not have the correct form of the morpheme or structure. There are three types of misformation errors. There are regularization errors, archi – forms and alternating forms.

a) Regularizations Errors

Misformation category is those in which a regular marker is used in place an irregular one. For example, the word *putted* for *put* or *gooses* for *geese*. It is the same case as regularization in addition errors.

b) Archi – Form

Archi form is the selection of one member of class of form to represent others in the class. The example is an error of using English demonstrative adjectives this, that, these, those. For example, the phrase *that dogs* which should be *those dogs*. 
c) Alternating Form

The use of archi – forms often gives way to apparently fairly free alternation of various members of a class with each other. So, learners may do alternation in the sentences structure. For example, I seen her yesterday instead of I saw her yesterday or I have gave you instead of I have given you.

4) Misordering

Misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement of a morpheme or group morphemes in an utterence. The morphemes do not take place in where it should be. For example, she is a person lazy, the word person is misordered. The sentence should be She is a lazy person. Another example can be seen in this question form; What John is doing? The correct one is What is John doing? Learners may commit this kind of error because they are usual to hear the phrase -is doing so when they implement it in question form they forget to change in to the right order of question form.

3. Present Tenses

Hornby (1957:78) describes that the word tense stand for a verb of series of verb formed use to express a time relation. Moreover, tenses indicate to give explanation about the period time of an action activity occurs.

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that tenses play a very important role in English language because the tenses are varieties form to show time in which the action takes in present, past, future. And, in this research the writer discussed about present tenses.
a. Simple Present Tense

Aitken (1995:18) says that simple present tense is helpful to express actions which are always repeatedly or generally true or actions occur at the moment of speaking. While, Cook et al (1983:49) state that when the third person singular subject is present, an – es or – s ending is added. Digby et al (1992:9) also state that simple present tense uses to talk about: Repeated action or habits, example: *I take a bath every morning*. Situations which are permanent (continuing for a long time), example: *Mr and Mrs Shaw live in Bristol (that is permanent home)*. General truth, example: *The sun rises in the east*.

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that simple present tense is using repeated or habitual action and general truth. In this case an adverb of time in simple present tense such as *always, often, sometimes, occasionally, seldom, never, ever* or other time expressions such as *everyday, every weekend, daily*, are often added to indicate the frequency of repetition.

b. Present Continuous Tense

Azar (1989:1) states that present continuous tense indicates an activity is in the progress at the moment of speaking. Digby et al (1992:7) also state that present continuous tense uses to talk about: Something which is progress at the moment of speaking, example: *They are playing in the garden* and something which is progress around the present, but not necessarily exactly at the moment of speaking, example: *you are spending a lot of money these days*. 
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that present continuous tense is used to describe temporary action or condition that is actually taking place at the moment of speaking. Present continuous tense also describes an action or condition that is currently in progress, even if not actually at the moment of speaking. In this case adverb of time in present continuous tense such as now, at present, soon, tonight, this afternoon, this morning.

c. Present Perfect Tense

O’Dawyer (206:118) states that present perfect tense expresses an activity or event completed in the past but with some relationship to the present. Present perfect tense has relation to both past and the present time. While, Murphy (1985:28) states that present perfect tense relates when we talk about a period of time that continuous up to the present. Digby et al (1992:17) also mention that present perfect tense use to talk about: Something which started in the past and continuous up to the present, example: she has worked in London for six months and also for things which have happened during a period of time that continuous up to the present, example: I have been to Africa and India (in my life, up to now). The result of a past action is connected to the present, example: The taxi has arrived (the taxi is now here).

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that present perfect tense uses to say an action that happened at the unspecified time before now. Present perfect cannot be used with specific time expression such as, yesterday, lastweek. Otherwise, present perfect tense can be used with specific time expression such as just, already, once, twice, for two weeks, for a month, since. Since is use for time,
never for place, and means from that time of speaking. *For* is use of a period of time. Furthermore, for an action which extends up to time of speaking. *Just* for very recent even, *just* goes after the auxiliary verb *have*. *Already* is use when something has happened sooner than expected, *already* normally goes after the auxiliary verb *have*.

d. Present Perfect Continuous Tense

Digby et al (1992:21) state that present continuous tense uses to talk about: Something which started in the past and it has been in progress up to the present, example: *I have been working all day*. When an action has been in progress up to the recent past, especially when the action has result in the past, example: *it has been snowing*. Repeated action or situation in a period up to the present (or the recent past), example: *I have been having driving lesson for six months*.

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that present perfect continuous tense is used to show something that started in the past and has continued up until now, adverb of time in present perfect continuous such as *since, all day, a long day*. *Since* is used for time, never for place and means from that time of speaking.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Method

This research applied qualitative method based on Gregory’s et al (2005:2), who state that qualitative research is a research that using method such as participant observation and descriptive account of a setting. This research used qualitative method, because the writer wants to analyze students’ difficulties in using tenses. Therefore, the writer would give detail explanation about students’ difficulties in using tenses.

B. Object of the Research

In this research, the writer observed the students’ errors in using present tenses such as simple present tense, present continuous tense, present perfect tense and present perfect continuous tense. Subject of this research is the first grade students of Hotel departement in SMKN 6 Makassar, this school is actually having five departments, they are Food and Beverage, Clothing, Beauty, Accounting and Hotel Departement. Moreover, in the first grade students of Hotel Department, the writer took 20 students of two classes, each class consists of 30 students. Therefore, the writer took 10 students from each class, which are PH 1 and PH 2 for the test. Then, after the test, the writer interviewed the students who have <60 score from the test.
C. Instrument of the Research

In conducting the data, the writer gave multiple choice test (See Appendix 1) and interview guide (See Appendix 2) for the students as the instrument. In multiple-choice test, it consists of 20 questions which are 5 questions of simple present tense, 5 questions of present continuous tense, 5 questions of present perfect tense and 5 questions of present perfect continuous tense. Furthermore, test consists of four options (a, b, c and d). While in interview guide, it consists of some questions related to the students’ difficulties in using present tenses.

D. Procedures of Data Collection

In collecting the data, the writer applied several procedures as follows:

1. The writer gave the test by using multiple choices as the question to the 1st grade students of SMKN 6 Makassar for half an hour to answer the questions.

2. The writer checked the answer sheets and found what kinds of error which were made by the students.

3. The writer interviewed the students based on the result of the test.

E. Techniques of Analyzing Data

In analyzing the data, the writer did several procedures as follows:

1. The writer analyzed kinds of error, which were made by the students by using Duley’s et al (1982:154-162) theory. They divide errors into four types, which are omission, addition, misformation and misordering.
2. The writer analyzed students’ difficulties in using present tenses based on the interview by using Dekeysar theory (2009:241), he makes a distinction between the objective and subjective difficulty in the acquisition of grammatical features.

3. The writer drew the conclusion from all the findings that the writer found out.
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Findings

1. Students’ errors in using present tenses based on analysis of multiple choices test.

After the writer did this research, the writer found some errors made by the students in using present tenses in SMKN 6 Makassar. They were classified into four types namely omission, addition, misformation and misordering. For the detail explanation about the table, the writer explained that item number part, it contained of questions number in multiple choices test. Then, in Errors part, it contained of the total errors which made by the students in answering the questions. Then for the data 1-52 showed all the sentences error in multiple choices test.

a. Simple present tense errors

Table 4.1 The students’ errors in simple present tense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item number</th>
<th>Simple present tense</th>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Addition</th>
<th>Misformation</th>
<th>Misordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>It snow in Alaska. (D1)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It snowing in Alaska. (D2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It snowes in Alaska. (D3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tom not watch television everyday. (D4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tom does not watched television everyday. (D5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tom does not watches television everyday. (D6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.1 showed that the errors in simple present tense items number 1, 5, 9, 13, and 18. The students made 32 errors in omission, 26 errors in addition, 2 errors in misformation and 15 errors in misordering.

Omission errors were in items number (1) ‘It snow in Alaska’, (9) ‘Water consisted of hydrogen and oxygen’ and (13) ‘He always eating sandwich for lunch’. The students omitted ‘s’ in the verb ‘snow’, ‘consisted’, and ‘eating’. While in simple present tense, it should use ‘V1+s/es’ in affirmative sentences. They also omitted ‘do/does as to be’ in item number (5) ‘Tom not watch television everyday’ it should use ‘to be do/does’ in negative sentences of present tense.

Addition errors were found in items number (1) ‘It snowing in Alaska’, (5) ‘Tom does not watches television everyday’, ‘Tom does not watched television everyday, (9) ‘Water consisted of hydrogen and oxygen’, and (13) ‘He always eating sandwich for lunch.’the students added ‘ing’, ‘s’ and ‘ed’ in the verb
‘snowing’ ‘watchs’ ‘watched’ ‘consisted’ and ‘eating’. In negative sentences of simple present tense, it should use ‘V1’ in the sentences.

Misformation errors were in items number (1) ‘It snowes in Alaska’, and (13) ‘He always eates sandwich for lunch’. The students made incorrect form in the verb ‘snowes’ ‘watcht’ and ‘eates’. If the verb added by ‘s’ it should be ‘snows’ not ‘snowes’ and ‘eats’ not ‘eates’; in regular verb usually added ‘ed’ it should use ‘watched’ not ‘watcht’.

Misordering errors were found in item number (18) ‘She does play tennis every week?’, ‘She play does tennis every week?’ and ‘She play tennis every week does?’. The students made incorrect placement in the sentences, it should use ‘do/does as to be’ in the first before putting the subject in interrogative sentences. The correct answer was ‘Does she play tennis every week?’.

b. Present continuous tense errors

Table 4.2 The students’ errors in present continuous tense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Present continuous tense</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Omission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>John sleeping right now. (D15)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John slept right now. (D16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John is sleepings right now. (D17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I not crying. (D18)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am not cryes. (D19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>They not taking five courses this semester. (D20)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>They are <strong>not taked</strong> five courses this semester. (D21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They are not <strong>takings</strong> five courses this semester. (D22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>John <strong>try</strong> to improve his work habits. (D23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John is <strong>tryings</strong> to improve his work habits. (D24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John is <strong>tries</strong> to improve his work habits. (D25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Susan is writing another book this year? (D26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Another book this year writing Susan is? (D27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 showed that the errors in present continuous tense items number 2, 6, 10, 14, and 17. The students made 16 errors in omission, 11 errors in addition, 11 errors in misformation and 13 errors in misordering.

Omission errors were in items number (2) ‘John is sleeping right now’, (6) ‘I **not** crying’, (10) ‘They not **taking** five courses this semester’ and (14) ‘John **try** to improve his work habits’. The students omitted ‘am, is, are as to be’ in the sentences and the added of ‘ing’ in the verb. ‘try’ becomes ‘trying’. Moreover, in present continuous tense, it should use ‘to be am, is, are’ before verb. Then, the verb was added by ‘ing’.

Furthermore, addition errors in items number (2) ‘John is **sleepings** right now’, (10) ‘They are not **takings** five courses this semester’ and (14) ‘John is **tryings** to improve his work habits’. The students added ‘s’ in the verb ‘sleepings’ ‘takings’ and ‘tryings’. Meanwhile, in present continuous tense, it should use ‘V1+ing’, there should not add ‘s’ anymore, because the verb has added by ‘ing’.
Misformation errors were found in items number (2) ‘John slept right now’, (6) ‘I am not cries’, (6) ‘They are not took five courses this semester’ and (14) ‘John is tryes to improve his work habits’. The students made wrong form in the verb ‘slepped’ and ‘taked’. It should become ‘slept’ and ‘took’, especially if it used in the past form, because the added of ‘ed’ is used in regular form. The words ‘cries’ and ‘tryes’, it should become ‘trying’ not ‘tryes’ and ‘trying’ not ‘tryes’ in present continuous tense. The ended of ‘s/es’ is used in the simple present tense. Even though, the word ‘try’ and ‘cries’ were used in simple present tense, it should become ‘tries’ not ‘tryes’ and ‘cry’ becomes ‘cries’ not ‘cries’.

Furthermore, misordering errors were described in item number (17) ‘Susan is writing another book this year’ and ‘Another book this year writing Susan is?’. Moreover, the students made incorrect placement in the sentence, it should use ‘to be’ first before subject in interrogative sentences. The correct answer was ‘Is Susan writing another book this year?’.

c. Present perfect tense errors

Table 4.3 The students’ errors in present perfect tense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item number</th>
<th>Present perfect tense</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tom has already eating (D28)</td>
<td>7 Omission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tom already eat (D29)</td>
<td>6 Addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tom has already eated (D30)</td>
<td>2 Misformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Have you see snow before? (D31)</td>
<td>15 Misordering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Error Description</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Have you <em>seens</em> snow before? (D32)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but she still not <em>finished</em> it. (D33)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but she still has not <em>finishes</em> it. (D34)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but she still has not <em>finishes</em> it. (D35)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I have <em>mets</em> many peoples since I come here in june. (D36)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I <em>met</em> many peoples since I come here in june. (D37)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I have <em>meeted</em> many peoples since I come here in june. (D38)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Have moved <em>they</em> into a new apartement. (D39)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 showed that the errors in present perfect tense items number 3, 7, 11, 15, and 19. Furthermore, the students made 30 errors in omission, 23 errors in addition, 7 errors in misformation and 1 error in misordering.

Omission errors were appeared in items number (3) ‘Tom already *eat*’, (7) ‘have you *see* snow before?’, (11) Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but she still not *finished* it’ and (15) ‘I *met* many people since I come here in June’. The students omitted ‘has/have as to be’ in the sentences and they did not use ‘V3’.

Meanwhile in present perfect tense, it should use ‘to be has/have+V3’.

Addition errors were found in items number (3) ‘Tom has already *eating*’, (7) ‘Have you *seens* snow before?’, (11) Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but
she still has not **finishes** it’, (15) ‘I have **mets** many peoples since I come here in june’. The students added ‘ing’ in the verb ‘eat’, while in present perfect tense it should not use ‘V+ing’, but ‘V3’. They also added ‘s’ in the verb ‘seen’, ‘finish’, and ‘met’. The added of ‘s/es’ in the verb was used in simple present tense, not in present perfect tense.

Misformation errors were in items number (3) ‘Tom has already **eated**’, (11) ‘Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but she still has not **finishes** it’, (15) ‘I have **meeted** many people since I come here in june’. The students made wrong from in the verbs ‘eated’ ‘finishes’ and ‘meted’. They added ‘ed’ in irregular verb ‘eat’ and ‘meet’, it should be ‘eat, ate, eaten’ and ‘meet, met, met’. The added of ‘s’ in the verb ‘finished’, it should not add ‘s’ in ‘V3’, which was used in simple present tense.

Misordering errors can be seen in item number (19) ‘Have moved they into a new apartement’. The students made incorrect placement in the sentence, they put ‘have as to be’ in the in front of the sentence. Meanwhile in affirmative sentences, it should use subject first before ‘to be’, then followed by subject and the last object complement.

d. Present perfect continuous tense errors

**Table 4.4 The students’ errors in present perfect continuous tense.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Present perfect continuous tense</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>It has been <strong>rainings</strong> all day. It is still raining right now. (D40)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Table 4.4** showed that the errors in present perfect continuous tense questions number 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20. The students made 23 errors in omission, 16 errors in addition, 7 errors in misformation and 4 errors in misordering.  
Omission errors were found in items number (4) ‘It been raining all day. It is still raining right now’, (8) ‘All of the students have not been studying hard. Final exams start next week’, (12) ‘I have sitting for two hours’, (16) ‘I have thinking about changing my major’. The students omitted ‘has/have’ and ‘been/as to be’ in the sentences. |   |   |   |
While in present perfect continuous tense, it should use ‘has/have+been+V+ing’ in the sentences.

Addition errors were emphasized in items number (4) ‘It has been rainings all day. It still raining right now’, (8) ‘All of the students have not been studyings hard. Final exams start next week’, (12) ‘I has have been sitting for two hours’, (16) ‘I have been thinkings about changing my major’. The students added ‘s’ in the verb ‘raining’ ‘studying’ and ‘thinking’. The verb which has added by ‘ing’, actually it should not add ‘s’ again. Then, they also added ‘has/have’ in one sentence. Moreover, one sentence cannot use two ‘to be’. In addition, ‘I, we, you, they’ use ‘have’. Meanwhile, ‘she, he, it’ use ‘has’.

Misformation errors were in items number (3) ‘It has being raining all day. It still raining right now’, (8) ‘All of the students has not been studying hard. Final exams start next week’, (12) ‘I have being sitting for two hours’. The students made wrong from in the sentences. The students chose ‘has being’ and ‘have being as to be’ in the sentences. Mean while in present perfect continuous tense, the correct form is ‘have/has+been’ not ‘being’. They also used ‘has’ in the word ‘All of the students’, the correct form was ‘I, we, you, they’ used ‘have’ and ‘she, he, it’ used ‘has’. Therefore, in the word ‘all of the students’, it should be used ‘have’.

Misordering errors were found in item number (20) ‘Has been Anha having a job for three years’, and ‘Having a job for three years Anha been has’. The students made wrong placement in the sentence, they used ‘has been’ in front of the sentence. Meanwhile, in affirmative sentence, it should use subject first before ‘to be’.
2. Students’ difficulties in using present tenses based on interview guide.

The writer conducted the interview to 17 students who had less of 60 score from multiple choices test, in order for knowing the students’ difficulties. Furthermore, there were two kinds of difficulties, objective and subjective difficulties. Furthermore, the data took from interview guide (see appendix 2). Then, the writer also gave the numbering to the students as the sequence of 17 students who did the interview.

a. Objective Difficulties

Data 1

The writer asked about whether they know the form of tenses or not. Then, some of the students said that they did not know the form. Students of numbers 1, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13 and 16 tried to answer the questions and explain about the form of tenses, but they gave unsuitable answer. Moreover, some of them also said that they forgot the form. Then, students of numbers 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 and 17 said that they did not know the form of tenses.

Data 2

The writer asked about the reason of students to choose wrong verb in the sentences of simple present tense, present continuous tense, present perfect tense and present perfect continuous tense. Some of the students answered that they did not understand the ways to used the verb in the tenses. Student of number 13 said that he chose the answer, because it was the suitable word for the sentence. While, students of numbers 4 and 14, they were just silent and did not explain about the reason to
chose their answers. Then, students’ number of 1, 2, 12 and 17 said that they did not know the form of tenses.

Data 3

The writer asked about whether the students have learned about tenses before and some of the students said that they have learned it before. Furthermore, the student of number 1 said that he just learned the basic of tenses like simple present tenses, past tense and perfect tense. While, the students of number 6, 8, 14, 15, 16 said that they have learnt it before but they did not know more about the way to use it grammatically.

Data 4

The writer asked about the tenses usage, whether they experienced the difficult things in tenses usage and some of the students said that they felt difficult to use it. Then, they cannot distinguish the kinds of tenses. The student of number 2 said that tenses usage was quite difficult and then he did not really understand about the tenses usage.

Data 5

The writer asked about whether tenses may be difficult to learn, and the students of number 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 15 said that tenses were difficult to learn.

Data 6

The writer more asked about whether students thought that English was difficult to be learnt and some of the students experienced that English was difficult to be understood. The students of number 7, 11 and 15 said that English was difficult
to learn. Meanwhile, the student of number 8 added that since English has different spelling, meaning and pronunciation, it became difficult things.

Student of number 10 also said that he did not know, when he used simple present and present continuous in the sentences. Then, students of number 12 and 13 said that English was difficult especially in tenses, because they could not distinguish all the kinds of tenses and remember all the form of tenses and when they will use the form in the sentences.

b. Subjective Difficulties

Data 1

The writer asked about whether they like English or not and some of the students said that they like English, but experienced that it was difficult to learn. Student of number 1 said that English was his favorite subject, but he did not know the part of tenses and the way to use it. While, the student of number 2 said that he liked English but he was lazy to learn it. Then, the students of number 3, 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16 and 17 said that they like English, but it is difficult to learn. While, the students of number 4, 6 and 7 said that they did not really like English subject.

Data 2

The writer asked about whether they were lazy to learn English and some of the students said that they were not lazy, especially they wanted to study, but English is difficult to learn. The students of number 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 said they were not lazy to learn, they just experienced it to be difficult in studying it, because there were so many things in English that they must learn. Meanwhile, the student of
number 2 said that he was lazy to learn English. Therefore, it made him difficult to learn it.

B. Discussions

This research aimed to find out students’ difficulties in using present tenses in SMKN 6 Makassar at the first grade student of Hotel Department. Therefore, the writer analyzed the students’ errors in order to know the students’ difficulties. Then, the writer found that the students difficult in the rules of tenses. Especially in the use of verb, they did not know when the verb added by ‘s’ and ‘ing’. They also did not know the use of to be in tenses, it meant that they do not know the pattern of tenses. Then, most of them were still confused to distinguish between regular verbs and irregular verbs.

1. Students’ errors

Duley et al (1982:154-162) divide error into four types namely omission, addition, misformation and misordering. In this research, the writer found out the students of SMKN 6 Makassar, especially in Hotel department grade 1 made errors in using present tenses such as simple present tense, present continuous tense, present perfect tense and present perfect continuous tense in multiple choices test. The students made errors categorized 101 in omission, 76 in addition, 27 in misformation and 33 in misordering.

For omission errors, most of the students have a tendency for omitting ‘s/es’ in the verb and omitting ‘did/does as to be’ in negative sentences of simple present
tense. Meanwhile, in present continuous tenses, they omitted ‘am, is, are as to be’ in the sentences. Then in present perfect tense, they omitted ‘have/has as to be’ and the adding of ‘ed’ in regular verb. Furthermore, in present perfect continuous tense, they omitted ‘has/have’ and ‘been as to be’ in the sentences.

For addition errors, most of students added ‘ing’ in the verb and ‘s’ in negative sentences of simple present tense. While, in present continuous tense they added ‘s’ in the verb that has added ‘ing’. Then, in present perfect tense they added ‘ing’ in the verb and ‘s’ in ‘V3’. Then in present perfect continuous tense, they added ‘s’ in the verb, which has added ‘ing’ and ‘have’. Meanwhile, it has added by ‘has’.

Moreover, especially for misformation errors, most of students made wrong in the verb they added ‘es’ in the word ‘snow’ whereas it should add ‘s’ not ‘es’ in simple present tense. Furthermore, they also used ‘V3’ in the sentences, while it should use ‘V1+s/es’. Then, in present continuous tense they added ‘ed’ in irregular verb and choose ‘I is’ in the sentences, whereas it should be ‘I am’ and added ‘es’ in the word ‘try’ become ‘tries’, it should be ‘tries’ if it used in simple present tense.

Then, in present perfect tense they added ‘ed’ in irregular verb and added ‘s’ in the verb. Then, in present perfect continuous tense, the students used ‘being’ not ‘been’. Furthermore, formisordering errors, most of students did not give their attention to the punctuation ‘?’ and ‘.’, they arranged the sentences without seeing the marker of the sentences.

The objective of this research was done by Setiawan (2008), he found that the students are still confused in using present perfect tense. Then, the errors in
distinguishing in the usage of present perfect tense and simple past tense have a higher difficulty than the form. Then, Suwardi (2010) found that in the frequency of students error made in form usage of present continous tense about 48.71% students made errors in the form of present continous tense and 60% students made error in the usage of present continous tense. Then, Maisari (2011) found that many students were still confused in the form and the usage of present perfect tense. The students still get difficulty in understanding present perfect tense.

The result of the research above was similar and related with this research. The students made errors in using tenses because they still difficult in the form and usage of tenses. They do not know the form of tenses and they felt difficult in the tenses usage. They also added something that should not appear in the sentences. Then, sometimes they made wrong form in the verb and in the sentences. There were some students also did not know how to arrange the sentences, because they did not pay attention to the punctuation of the sentences.

2. Students’ difficulties

Dekeysar (2009:241) makes a distinction between the objective and subjective difficulty in the acquisition of grammatical features. Objective difficulty more concerns to the difficulty of grammatical rule, while subjective difficulty refers to the actual difficulty that individual learners experience in second language learning.

In this research, objective difficulties were experienced by the students in the form, the usage of tenses and the verb usage. Moreover, the students in this case did not know how to apply the form in the sentences, although they already knew about
the form. Furthermore, they also felt difficult in verb usage, because they were less of vocabulary.

This research is similar with Setiawan’s research (2008), which found that the students were still confused in using present perfect tense at the Third Year Students of Akutansi of SMK Puspita Bangsa Ciputat. Then, it followed by Suwardi (2010), who revealed that the students’s difficulties were experienced by first year class of MTS Jami’yatul Khair Kampung Utang Ciputat especially, in the usage of present continous tense. Furthermore, Maisari (2011) also found out that the students still got difficulties in understanding present perfect tense.

This research actually had been conducted from 2008 to 2011 in different places, especially from junior high school to vocational school. From the previous researches about, it could strengthen this research that until now the students are still difficult to learn about the form and the usage of tenses.

While, subjective difficulties are experienced by the students in individual learning experiences. They seemed to did not like English and lazy to learn it. Therefore, the main problem actually was the students, since they were lack of interest and strong desire to learn. Because, they were influenced by environment, they were lived in non English area, so they usually used their own language than English. The environment has enormous influenced in students’ life especially in their learning.

In this research, the writer found that there were 17 students, who had not passed in multiple choices test. The writer made an interview to the students of
SMKN 6 Makassar especially in Hotel department grade 1, which revealed that the students experienced objective difficulties rather than subjective difficulties.

Moreover, the students said that English is difficult to be learned, because, they experienced difficult to remember the form of tenses and they do not know how to applied the form in the sentences. Even though, they actually have learned it before, but they still forgot the material. The students also could not distinguish all the kinds of tenses and when they use it in the sentences. In other words, tenses become difficult to be learnt by those students.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions

Based on the finding of this research, the writer put the conclusions as follows:

1. Students made all the kinds of error based on Duley et al (1982) theory. They mostly made error in omission and then it was followed by addition, misordering and misformation.

2. The students experienced objective difficulties rather than subjective difficulties. These difficulties are based on Dekeysar (2009). Moreover, objective difficulties are experienced by students in grammatical rule itself, while subjective difficulties are more experienced by students in individual learners’ experiences.

B. Suggestions

Based on the results of this research, the writer gave some suggestions:

1. For the first grade students of hotel department at SMKN 6 Makassar, it is very important to learn deeply about tenses because it is related with the way to understand and make a good sentence in writing or speaking.

2. For the teacher, based on the result of this research that the students were still difficult in using tenses. Therefore, the researcher suggested that the teacher has to increase their strategies in teaching tenses to motivate the students in learning tenses.
3. For learner and society, tense is a basic knowledge in English. Having good skill in applying tenses will lead to the best skill in forming sentences.

4. The writer suggested to the next researchers who want to analyze the difficulties in tenses that they can make research in detailed about tenses, not only in present tenses, but more about the other tenses.
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Appendix 1

The test was done on 16th October until 21st October 2017 in the first grade students of Hotel Department SMKN 6 Makassar. The test was given to 20 students of two classes; they were PH 1 and PH 2.

Multiple Choices Test

Name : 
Class : 
Date : 
Signature : 

A. Choose the best answer for the following multiple choice questions by crossing (X) a,b,c, or d!

1. It ___ in Alaska.
   a. Snows                    c. Snowing
   b. Snow                     d. Snowes

2. John ___ right now.
   a. Sleeping                 c. Is sleeping
   b. Is sleepings             d. slepted

3. Tom ___ already____.
   a. Has, eating              c. Has, eaten
   b. Has, eated               d. Eat

4. It _______ all day. It is still raining right now.
   a. Been raining             c. Has being raining
   b. Has been raining         d. Has been rainings

5. Tom ___ not___ television everyday.
1. a. Watch
   b. Does Watches
   c. Does watched
   d. Does watch

6. I ________________.
   a. Not crying
   b. Am not crying
   c. Am not Cries
   d. Is not crying

7. ____ you ____ snow before?
   a. Have, seen
   b. Have, see
   c. Have, sawed
   d. Have, sees

8. All of the students ________________ hard. Final exams start next week.
   a. Have not studying
   b. Have not been studyings
   c. Has not been studying
   d. Have not been studying

   a. Consisted
   b. Consists
   c. Consistid
   d. Consist

10. They ________ five courses this semester.
    a. Have not taking
    b. Are not takings
    c. not taking
    d. Are not taked

11. Ann started a letter to her parents last week, but she still ________ it.
    a. Has not finished
    b. Not finished
    c. Has not finisheds
    d. Has not finishs

12. I __________ fortwo hours.
    a. Have been sitting
    b. Has have been sitting
    c. Have being sitting
    d. Have sitting

13. He always___ sandwich for lunch.
    a. Eating
    b. Eats
    c. Eat
    d. Eates

14. John _____ to improve his work habits.
    a. Is tryings
    b. Try
    c. Is tryes
    d. Is trying
15. I _____ many peoples since I come here in June.
   a. Have Met  
   b. Have meeted 
   c. Met  
   d. Have met

16. I ______________ about changing my major.
   a. Have been thinkings 
   b. Has been thinked 
   c. Have been thinking 
   d. Have thinking

B. Arrange the scrambled words into a correct sentence by crossing (X) a,b,c, or d!

17. Anotherbook this yearisSusanwriting?  
   A  B  C  D  
   a. BCDA  
   b. DCAB  
   c. CBDA  
   d. ADCB

18. Shedoesplaytennis every week ?  
   A  B  C  D  
   a. ABCD  
   b. ACDB  
   c. BADC  
   d. BACD

   A  B  C  D  
   a. CDBA  
   b. BCDA  
   c. ABCD  
   d. CBDA

20. HasbeenAnhahaving a job for three years.  
   A  B  C  D  
   a. DCBA  
   b. CABD  
   c. ABCD  
   d. CBDA
Answer Sheet

1. A
2. C
3. C
4. B
5. D
6. B
7. A
8. D
9. B
10. A
11. A
12. A
13. B
14. D
15. A
16. C
17. A
18. D
19. B
20. B
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Interview Guide

Student 1

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving kind of multiple choice test.

The writer : Do you know the pattern of present perfect tense?
Student 1 : S+tobe+V1.

The writer : Do you know the pattern of present perfect continuous tense?
Student 1 : S+tobe+V3+ing.

The writer : Why do you choose the verb ‘watched’ in interrogative sentences of present tense?
Students 1 : I don’t know the pattern and I don’t understand when we will use V1 and V3.

The writer : The sentence of “Have you see snow before?” Why do you choose the words of ‘have see’?
Student 1 : I forget the pattern.

The writer : From all the tenses in the test, you don’t know the pattern. Have you learned about tenses recently?
Student 1 : Yes, but I just learn about present tense, past tense, and present perfect. I don’t learn about continuous tense, exactly I just learned the basic of tenses.
The writer: So actually do you forget the pattern or you even do not know the pattern?

Student 1: Actually, if I know that will be a test, I will learn it before I do it. So, I can answer the questions.

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 1: I like it so much, and it is my favorite subject.

The writer: But why cannot you answer the questions?

Student 1: I don’t know the part of sentences and the way to use it.

Student 2: The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: In the test, I use simple present, present continuous, present perfect, and present perfect continuous. Do you know the pattern?

Student 2: I don’t know the pattern.

The writer: Have you learnt about tenses before?

Student 2: Yes I have, but I never understand about that.

The writer: So in the usage of tenses, do you feel difficult to apply it?

Student 2: Yes I think it’s difficult.

The writer: Which one is difficult? the pattern? or instead Are you lazy to learn?

Student 2: I am lazy to learn.

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 2: I like English but I am lazy to learn.
**Student 3**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer : I use four tenses in the test, simple present, present continuous, present perfect, and perfect continuous. Do you know the pattern?

Student 3 : Yes.

The writer : What is that?

Student 3 : S+tobe+V3.

The writer : What tenses it is?

Student 3 : Present tense.

The writer : It’s incorrect, I think you don’t know the pattern, so What are the difficulties in the use of tenses?

Student 3 : Everything about tenses it’s difficult for me.

The writer : So do you think English is difficult to learn? Or are you even lazy to learn?

Student 3 : I like to learn English but it’s really difficult to be learned.

**Student 4**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer : Do you know the pattern of simple present tense?

Student 4 : Yes I know, S+tobe+V1.
The writer: Why do you choose ‘snow’ in the simple present tenses of affirmative sentence?

Student 4: “The student silent”

The writer: Do you know the pattern? or Do you forget about the pattern?

Student 4: I forget it.

The writer: Do you know the pattern of present perfect tense?

Student 4: I don’t know.

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 4: I don’t really like it.

Student 5

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: Do you know what kind of tense it is?

Student 5: Present tense, present continous, present perfect.

The writer: “The writer gives the explanation about the error for the student”

What is your difficulty in using tenses? Is English difficult? or Are you lazy to learn English? Do you like English?

Student 5: Actually sometimes I do not understand the usage of tobe and addition of ing/es/ed in verb, I do not understand what patterns to be used ‘ing’ in the verb and I cannot distinguish what tenses it is. It’s really difficult to learn English, but I really like it.
**Student 6**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

**The writer** : You just have six correct answer and in this test I use four tenses, do you know the pattern?

**Student 6** : I don’t know.

**The writer** : have you learn about tenses?

**Student 6** : Yes I have.

**The writer** : So actually what is your difficulty in using tenses?

**Student 6** : I don’t really understand in the usage of tenses.

**The writer** : Do you like English?

**Student 6** : I don’t really like it.

**The writer** : Well, the reason you cannot use tenses correctly, because you don’t like English and you are less interested to learn it, are you agree with the statement?

**Student 6** : No I disagree, because I think English is difficult to be learned, and I really feel difficult to learn it.

**Student 7**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

**The writer** : You just have two correct answer from the test, and I am really shocked about that. The test use four tenses, simple present, present
continuous, present perfect, and perfect continous. Do you know the pattern?

Student 7 : I don’t know.

The writer : In your answer I see the error of verb usage, structure of sentence, and tobe placement in the sentence. So, what is actually your difficulty in using tenses?

Student 7 : I don’t know the pattern of tenses, and it’s difficult for me to remember the kinds of tenses.

The writer : Is English difficult? Do you like English?

Student 7 : Yes English is really difficult to learn. But actually I don’t really like to learn English.

**Student 8**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer : You are wrong in the sentence of number one, do you know the pattern?

Student 8 : I don’t.

The writer : The test use four tenses, simple present, present continous, present perfect, and perfect continous. Do you know the pattern?

Student 8 : I don’t.

The writer : Have you learnt about that?

Student 8 : Yes.
The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions” what is your difficulty in using tenses?

Student 8: The pattern of tenses.

The writer: How about the usage of verb?

Student 8: I know a little bit about that.

The writer: Is English difficult or are you lazy to learn English?

Student 8: English is really difficult to be learnt because have different spelling, meaning, and pronunciation.

Student 9

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: The test uses four tenses, simple present, present continuos, present perfect, and perfect continuos. Do you know the pattern?

Student 9: No I don’t.

The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions” Have you learnt about tenses?

Student 9: Yes I have.

The writer: what is your difficulty in using tenses?

Student 9: The pattern and the usage of verb

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 9: Yes I like it, but English is really difficult to be learnt
**Student 10**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer : Why do you choose the word of 'snow' in the sentence “it snow in Alaska”, what kind of tenses it is?
Student 10 : Present tense.

The writer : Why do you choose snow? Do you know the pattern?
Student 10 : No, I don’t.

The writer : “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions) Is English difficult or are you lazy to learn English?
Student 10 : English is really difficult to learn, I don’t know when I will use simple present, present continous, and I am also difficult to use verb in the sentences.

**Student 11**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer : You are wrong in number two, do you know what kind of tenses it is?
Student 11 : Present continous.

The writer : So what is the correct answer?
Student 11 : John sleeps right now.
The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions.” The test use four tenses, simple present, present continuous, present perfect, and perfect continuous. Do you know the pattern?

Student 11: I forget about it

The writer: What is your difficulty in using tenses?

Student 11: The pattern, I feel difficult to remember all the pattern of tenses and how to use verb in the sentences.

The writer: So, do you think English is difficult?

Student 11: Yes, I think so.

Student 12

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: You are wrong in number one, Do you know what kind of tenses it is?

Student 12: Present tense.

The writer: But why you choose the word ‘snowing”? Do you know the pattern of simple present tense?

Student 12: S+tobe+do/does+V1+are

The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions” So what makes you difficult in tenses usage?

Student 12: The pattern, and the changing of verb.

The writer: Is English difficult? Or are you lazy to learn?
Student 12: No I want to study English, but it’s really difficult to learn English especially in tenses, because I cannot distinguish all the kinds of tenses.

Student 13

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: Why do you choose ‘snow’ in number one of question?

Student 13: Because I think that word is more suitable in the sentence.

The writer: Do you know what kind of tenses it is?

Student 13: Past tense.

The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions” So what is your difficulty in using tenses?

Student 13: Because I cannot distinguish what tenses it is and when I will use it in the tenses, and I also cannot remember all the pattern of tenses.

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 13: Yes I like it very much, but English it’s a difficult subject to learn.

Student 14

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students

The writer: Do you know the pattern of present continous tense?

Student 14: I don’t know.

The writer: Why do you choose ‘sleeped’ in number two?
Student 14: “The student Silent”

The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions” From the four tenses I use in this test, Is there any tenses you already knew the pattern?

Student 14: I don’t.

The writer: Have you learnt about tenses?

Student 14: “Silent”

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 14: Yes, I like it.

The writer: Why do not you know the pattern and how to use it? Do you like to learn tenses? What is your difficulty in tenses usage?

Student 14: I don’t like to learn tenses, because I cannot remember all the patterns of tenses and English is difficult subject to learn. I am also lazy to study.

Student 15

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: I use four tenses in this test present tense, present continous, present perfect, and perfect continous. Do you know the pattern?

Student 15: No, I don’t.

The writer: Have you learnt about tenses?

Student 15: Yes I have.
The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions” what is your difficulty in tenses usage?

Student 15: The use of verb and the pattern.

The writer: Is English difficult to learn? Are you lazy to learn English?

Student 15: English is difficult to learn, although I like it but I am really difficult to learn it.

**Student 16**

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: Do you know what tenses in the sentence of number one?

Student 16: Simple present.

The writer: But why you choose ‘snow’ in the sentence of number one? Do you know the pattern of simple present?

Student 16: S+tobe+do/does+Ving

The writer: Have you learnt about tenses?

Student 16: Yes I have.

The writer: Is tense difficult?

Student 16: Yes, I think so.

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 16: Yes I like it.

The writer: What is difficult in English?

Student 16: The use of verb and the pattern.
The writer: “The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions.”

Is English difficult?

Student 16: Yes it is, because the word in English is different with another language, then it also has different pronunciation and spelling.

Student 17

The writer made interview based on the students error in using tenses after giving multiple choice test to the students.

The writer: Do you know the pattern of four tenses that I use in the test?

Student 17: No, I don’t.

The writer:” The writer explained all the errors and gives the correction for the questions.” So what is the difficulty in tenses usage?

Student 17: Everything in tenses is difficult and as well as the way to use it in a sentence.

The writer: Do you like English?

Student 17: Yes I like it, but I feel difficult to learn it, and it makes me confused when I learn it.
Appendix 3

Primary Observation

1. Apakah kolin reang ini buka jam 9 pagi dan tutup pada pukul 5 sore setiap hari?
2. Katakan kalau kamu tidak sedang berbincang pada itu, akan kamu sedang bermain snapa.
3. Ayahmu tidak sedang menghukummu, tapi dia sedang mendidikmu bagaimana berperilaku layaknya seorang laki-laki.
4. Saya telah bekerja dengan komputer sepanjang hari, dan sekarang saya ingin beberapa makanan lezat.
7. Pemerintah memberikan data bagi masyarakat makin sebagai kompassial kebijakan masyarakat yang baru.
9. Dia sudah memberikan semua nabasanya, dan aku harus menggunakannya baik-baik.
10. Semoga apa-apa yang sedang terjadi, jadi kita tidak perlu minta izin untuk masuk ke perpustakaan.
1. Is the pool open at 9:00 am and closes at 10:00 pm each day?
2. Tell me if you're not lying to me, I hate you're whok who?
3. You father was not to smart, but he never educating how to believe like a man.
4. I have worked with computers all day and now I want some tasty food.
5. You have been waiting here for two hours, you here to work salaray?
6. The sun arise in the east and sets in the west every day.
7. The government are fund for the poor to compensate for the new oil policy.
8. We do not have maid dream the dishes we had not washed are the dirty dishes.
9. Hal had told us to keep it secret and well.
10. Hopefully the security guard was sleeping so we do not need to ask permission to go to the library.
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35 Senigigi Reya
Lombok
75009 Nusa Tenggara Timur

12th January 2014
My Dear Lovely Siti,

Hello,

How are you, sweetheart? I know you are angry with me because I am writing to you after a long time. I am so sorry, please forgive me. You know we are in Lombok right now. It is so beautiful beyond imagination. I am writing to you from this really cute little café on the Senigigi beach. As you know, mum loves shopping so she went and will be gone for hours. I took a rain check from shopping and decided to write to you while I enjoy my cup of coffee.

You know yesterday we went to Sili Harbor Island. It is a beach on the southwest of Lombok. The place is awesome. It is so beautiful I couldn’t believe my eyes. There are beautiful coral reefs everywhere. We went for snorkeling and we saw most amazing fish ever. I wish you were here; it would have been much more fun.

Mum’s making sure we don’t miss any sight in the whole city so we’ve practically been everywhere.

I got to go, mum is here. I will see you soon.

Lots of love, XOXO

P.S. I’m bringing you lot of souvenirs and pictures!!
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Jl. Penelitian Kemerdakkan Km. 10 Tammanarna Tegepon 588083, FAX. 5849959

DINAS PENDIDIKAN
Pemerintah Provinsi Sulawesi Selatan

MACASSAR 90245
Jl. Penelitian Kemerdakkan Km. 10 Tammanarna Tegepon 588083, FAX. 5849959

DINAS PENDIDIKAN
Pemerintah Provinsi Sulawesi Selatan
SURAT KETERANGAN SELESAINI MENELITI
No.421.5/245/SMKN.6/X/2017

Yang bertanda tangan di bawah ini Kepala Tata Usaha SMK Negeri 6 Makassar:

Nama: Muh. Nurdin, R., BA
NIP: 19611024 199303 1 002
Pangkat/Gol.: Pengatur Muda Tk.I / III b

Menerangkan bahwa

Nama: Rosdiana
NIM: 403001130049
Jurusan: Bahasa Dan Sastra Inggris
Pekerjaan: Mahasiswa (S1)
Alamat: Jl. Muh. Yasin Limpo No. 36 Samata
Sunggu Minasa Gowa

Benar telah mengadakan Penelitian di SMK Negeri 6 Makassar pada tanggal 16 Oktober s.d. 21 Oktober 2017 dalam rangka penyusunan Skripsi yang berjudul:

“STUDENTS DIFFICULTIES IN USING PRESENT TENSES IN SMK NEGERI 6 MAKASSAR”

Demikian surat keterangan ini dibuat untuk dipergunakan seperlunya terima kasih.

Makassar, 26 Oktober 2017

A/N Kepala,
Ketua Panitia Usaha
SMK Negeri 6 Makassar

[Signature]

NIP: 19611024 199303 1 002
KEMENTERIAN AGAMA
UNIVERSITAS ISLAM NEGERI ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
Jl. Sultan Alauddin No.63 Makassar Telp. 0411 - 864923 (Kampus I)
Jl. H.M. Yasin Limpo No. 36 Romang Polong, Gowa Telp. (0411) 841879 Fax. (0411) 8221400 (Kampus II)
Email: fak.adabhumaniora@yahoo.com

SURAT KEPUTUSAN
DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
NOMOR : 284 TAHUN 2017

Tentang
PEMBIMBING / PEMBANTU PEMBIMBING PENELITIAN
DAN PENYUSUNAN SKRIPSI MAHASISWA

DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR :

Membaca : Surat permohonan Mahasiswa Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora UIN Alauddin :
Nama : ROSDIANA NIM : 40300113049
Tanggal : 13 Februari 2017 untuk mendapatkan pembimbing Skripsi dengan
Judul :

STUDENTS DIFFICULTIES IN USING PRESENT TENSES
IN SMK N.6 MAKASSAR

Menimbang : 1. Bahwa untuk membantu penelitian dan penyusunan skripsi mahasiswa tersebut
dipandang perlu untuk menetapkan pembimbing.
2. Bahwa mereka yang ditetapkan dalam Surat Keputusan ini dipandang cakap dan
menenuhi syarat untuk melaksanakan tugas sebagai pembimbing penelitian dan
penyusunan skripsi mahasiswa tersebut di atas.

Mengingat : 1. Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003 tentang Sistim Pendidikan Nasional;
2. Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 60 Tahun 1999 tentang Pendidikan Tinggi;
dan Tata Kerja UIN Alauddin Makassar;
Kurikulum IAIN Alauddin;
UIN Alauddin;
tentang Penulisan dan Ujian Skripsi / Munaqasyah pada IAIN Alauddin;
7. Surat Keputusan Rektor UIN Alauddin Nomor 260.A Tahun 2016 tentang
Kalender Kegiatan Akademik UIN Alauddin Tahun 2017.
MEMUTUSKAN

Menetapkan : Mengangkat / menunjuk Saudara :
1. Sardian Maharani, S.Pd., M.Pd.
2. Rabiatul Adawiah, M.Hum.

Pertama : Tugas Dosen Pembimbing adalah memberi bimbingan dalam segi-segi metodologi
dan teknik penulisan sampai selesai dan Mahasiswa tersebut lulus Ujian.

Kedua : Biaya pembimbing/pembantu Skripsi dibebankan kepada Anggaran Fakultas Adab
dan Humaniora UIN Alauddin sesuai persetujuan Rektor UIN Alauddin Makassar.

Ketiga : Surat Keputusan ini berlaku sejak tanggal ditetapkan dan apabila ternyata di
kemudian hari terdapat kekeliruan didalamnya, maka akan diperbaiki sebagaimana
mestinya.

Keempat : Ditetapkan di Samata
Pada Tanggal 02 Maret 2017

Dekan,

Dr. H. Barsihan Nur, M. Ag.
NIP. 19691012 199603 1 003

Tembusan :
1. Rektor UIN Alauddin Makassar (sebagai laporan);
2. Mahasiswa yang bersangkutan.

Universitas Islam Negeri
Alauddin
Makassar
KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
NOMOR: 1001 TAHUN 2017

TENTANG
PANITIA PELAKSANA SEMINAR PROPOSAL FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
DENGAN RAHMAT TUHAN YANG MAHA ESA

DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR:

Membaca:
- Surat permohonan Saudara ROSDIANA
- Mahasiswa Jurusan: BSI / 40300113049
- Fak. Adab UIN Alauddin Tanggal: 14 September 2017
- Perihal: Permohonan seminar proposal yang berjudul

STUDENTS DIFFICULTIES IN USING PRESENT TENSES IN SMKN 6 MAKASSAR

Menimbang:
a. Bahwa Saudara yang tersebut namanya di atas telah memenuhi persyaratan untuk melaksanakan seminar proposal,
b. Bahwa untuk maksud tersebut dipandang perlu membenarkan panitia.

Mengingat:
1. Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003 tentang Sistem Pendidikan Nasional;
2. Undang-Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 2012 tentang Pendidikan Tinggi;
5. Keputusan Menteri Agama RI Nomor 330/PMK.05 Tahun 2008 tentang Penetapan UIN Alauddin Makassar pada Departemen Agama RI sebagai instansi penerbit pada yang menerapkan Badan Layanan Umum (BLU);
7. Surat Keputusan Menteri Agama RI Nomor 403 Tahun 1998 tentang Kurikulum IAIN Alauddin;
8. Surat Keputusan Menteri RI Nomor 20 Tahun 2014 tentang Statuta UIN Alauddin Makassar;

MEMUTUSKAN

Menetapkan:
1. Membentuk Panitia pelaksana seminar proposal Saudara tersebut di atas dengan komposisi dan personalia sebagaimana tersebut dalam lampiran Surat Keputusan ini.
2. Panitia bertugas melaksanakan seminar proposal sampai selesai dan memberi laporan kepada fakultas.
4. Apabila dikemudian hari ternyata terdapat kesalahan dalam surat keputusan ini akan diubah dan diperbaiki sebagaimana mestinya.

Salinan Surat Keputusan ini disampaikan kepada yang bersangkutan untuk diketauhui dan dilaksanakan sebagaimana mestinya.

Ditcatkan di Sanata-Gowa
Pada Tanggal 15 September 2017

[Signature]
Dr. H. Barshamkar, M.Ag.
NIP. 19691012 199603 1 003
LAMPIRAN : SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
TANGGAL : 15 SEPTEMBER 2017
NOMOR : 1001 TAHUN 2017

TENTANG

PANITIA DAN PELAKSANAAN SEMINAR PROPOSAL
FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ketua</th>
<th>Dr. Abd. Rahman R, M.Ag.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sekretaris/Moderator</td>
<td>Helmi Syukur, S.Pd.I., M.Pd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munaqisy I</td>
<td>Dr. Abd. Muin, M.Hum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munaqisy II</td>
<td>Masykur Rauf, S.Hum., M.Pd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konsultan I</td>
<td>Sardian Maharani Asnur, S.Pd., M.Pd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konsultan II</td>
<td>Rabiatul Adawiah, S.Pd., M.Hum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelaksana</td>
<td>Ahmad Dahlan, S.Pd.I.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Samata, 15 September 2017

[Signature]

Dr. H. Barsihannor, M.Ag.
NIP. 196910121996031003
KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
UNI ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
NOMOR : 128 TAHUN 2018

TENTANG

PANITIA PELAKSANA UJIAN MUNAQASYAH FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
DENGAN RAHMAT TUHAN YANG MAHA ESA
DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR :

Membaca :
Surat permohonan Saudara 
Mahasiswa JurusanBahasa dan Sastra Inggris / 40300111049
Fak. Adab UIN Alauddin Tanggal1 Februari 2018 Untuk Memenuhi Ujian
Skripsi yang berjudul :

STUDENTS’ DIFFICULTIES IN USING PRESENT TENSES IN SMKN 6 MAKASSAR

Menimbang :
a. Saudara yang tersebut namanya di atas telah memenuhi persyaratan Ujian
Skripsi/Munaqasyah.
b. Saudara untuk maksud tersebut dipandang perlu membentuk panitia.

Mengingat :
1. Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003 tentang Sistem Pendidikan Nasional;
2. Undang-Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 2012 tentang Pendidikan Tinggi;
Alauddin Makassar;
Pemberian Kuasa dan Wewenang Menandatangani Surat Keputusan;
5. Keputusan Menteri Agama RI Nomor 380/PAK.05 Tahun 2008 tentang Penerimaan UIN Alauddin
Makassar pada Departemen Agama RI sebagai instansi penerima yang menerapkan Badan
Layanan Umum (BLU);
Alauddin Makassar;
7. Surat Keputusan Menteri Agama RI Nomor 403 Tahun 1998 tentang Kurikulum IAIN Alauddin;
8. Surat Keputusan Menteri RI Nomor 20 Tahun 2014 tentang Statuta UIN Alauddin Makassar;
Ujian Skripsi/Munaqasyah pada IAIN Alauddin;
Ujian Skripsi/Munaqasyah;
11. Surat Keputusan Rektor UIN Alauddin Nomor 203 Tahun 2017 tentang Kalender Kegiatan
Akademik UIN Alauddin Makassar.

MEMUTUSKAN

Menetapkan KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN
MAKASSAR TENTANG PANITIA PELAKSANA UJIAN MUNAQASYAH FAKULTAS
ADAB DAN HUMANIORA.

KESATU : Membentuk Panitia pelaksanaan Ujian Skripsi/Munaqasyah Saudara tersebut di atas dengan
komposisi dan personalia sebagaimana tersebut dalam lampiran Surat Keputusan ini.

KEDUA : Panitia bertugas melaksanakan ujian-ujian Skripsi sampai selesai dan memberi laporan kepada
fakultas.

KETIGA : Ujian Skripsi / Munaqasyah tersebut akan dilaksanakan pada hari / tanggal : Jum'at, 9 Februari
2018, Jam 09.00 - 10.30 Wita, Ruang Senat.

KEEMPAT : Apabila dikemudian hari terjadi terlambat kekeliruan dalam surat keputusan ini akan diubah dan
diperbaiki sebagaimana mestinya.

Salinan Surat Keputusan ini disampaikan kepada yang bersangkutan untuk diketahui dan dilaksanakan sebagaimana
mestinya.

Pencetakan di Romangkolong
Pencetakan 5 Februari 2018

[Signature]
LAMPIRAN: SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
TANGGAL : 5 FEBRUARI 2018
NOMOR : 128 TAHUN 2018

TENTANG

KOMPOSISI PANITIA PELAKSANA UJIAN MUNAQASYAH
FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penanggung Jawab</th>
<th>Dr. H. Barsihanor, M.Ag.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dekan Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketua</td>
<td>Dr. Hj. Syamzan Syukur, M.Ag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sekretaris/Moderator</td>
<td>Helmi Syukur, S.Pd.I., M.Pd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelaksana</td>
<td>Abdul Kadir, SE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munaqisy I</td>
<td>Dr. Abd. Muin, M.Hum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munaqisy II</td>
<td>Masykur Rauf, S.Hum., M.Pd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konsultan I</td>
<td>Sardian Maharani Asmur, S.Pd., M.Pd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konsultan II</td>
<td>Rabiatul Adawiah, S.Pd., M.Hum.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Romangpolong, 5 Februari 2018

Dr. H. Barsihanor, M.Ag.
NIP. 19691012 199603 1 003
BIOGRAPHY

Rosdiana or usually called Anha was born in Gantarang, Jeneponto on June 26th 1995, she becomes the first daughter in her family. Her father namely Salahuddin, while her mothers namely Saribau. Rosdiana has one younger brother, namely Rifaldi. She started her study in State Elementary School of 8 Bentenge in Bulukumba until she was 4th grade, started in 2001, but she definitely moved in 2005 to State Elementary School of Inpress 157 Tombo-Tombolo KelaraJeneponto.

Moreover, she graduated her elementary school’s life in 2007. Henceforth, she continued her study at State Junior High School in 2 KelaraKabupatenJeneponto in 2007 and graduated in 2010. Then, she continued to study at Senior High School in SMKN 6 Makassar in 2010 and graduated in 2013.

In 2013, she enrolled herself as a student of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar in Adab and Humanities Faculty by choosing English and Literature Department. During her study, she also continued her life by working in Meccanism by Zaskia Mecca Boutique Makassar as a Head Store. In detailed, she started her carrier at that boutique as the Sales Promotion Girl and continued as a Manager. Then, finally becomes a Head Store. Furthermore about this thesis, especially for the readers who are interested and want to know more, please contact the writer’s phone number +6285656066452, email address at anhasweety5@gmail.com, Facebook account on Anha and as well as Instagram account on mrsanhaanha.